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Abstract 

The capacity of lead/acid batteries decreases with the number of cycles. This process is known as ageing. The reduction of capacity affects 
not only the operation time but also the performance of the accumulator and of the system attached to the battery. One of the main procedures 
affected by the battery ageing is the determination of the state-of-charge, in this paper, a parameter called "ageing factor',f~, which represents 
the reduction of the available energy in lead/acid batteries, is introduced. A method to calculate this factory and its incider.ee on battery 
performance has also been developed. The method is intended to predict 'ageing" effects on lead/acid batteries as a non-destructive method, 
as well as on-line battery operation. The method is based on the effective reduction in electrolyte specific gravity in a fully charged lead/acid 
battery computed from the change of the slope of the electrolyte density daring charge with the number of cycles, and the subsequent reduction 
in discharge time. A correlation process between the reduction of the energy delivered by the electrochemical cell, the reduction of the 
discharge time, and the apparent change of the slope of electrolyte density has been developed, resulting in an analytical expression that may 
be used to compute the effective reduction in available energy in lead/acid batteries. The results of the experiments have proven the merit of 
the proposed system: the predicted values are in good agreement with experimental data, the associated error in thef~ estimation being lower 
than 9%, a result which has been considered acceptable to validate the proposed method. 
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1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Lead/acid batteries may be discharged from very low rates 
(photovoltaic applications) to high peak discharges (UPS). 
The process of battery discharge does not, however, take 
account of the influence of cycling on the state-of-charge 
(soc). 

Ageing effects are barely mentioned in the literature and 
rarely quantified. Because of their evident influence on the 
battery performance, they must be taken into account when 
determining lead/acid battery characteristics, especially 
those concerning high rate discharges where the performance 
of the battery is more affected by ageing processes. 

Cycling efficiency is one of the parameters most affected 
by ageing in lead/acid batteries. Usually, the SOC is esti- 
mated from the consideration of a 100% cycling efficiency, 
which in aged batteries is unreliable, especially after many 
cycles. The output voltage, a very common system to estimate 
the SOC in lead/acid batteries, is also affected by the ageing 
process with similar results to the cycling efficiency case. The 
traditional methods, therefore, may lead to an error in the 
determination of the SOC that can be as large as 30%. A 
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correction factor to prevent ageing effects should be included 
to avoid problems derived from the erroneous determination 
of the available energy. This is of special importance in stand- 
alone systems which depend heavily on battery performance. 

2. Ageing effects on battery performance 

One of the main characteristics defining a lead/acidbattery 
is its capacity when fully charged. The available cell capacity 
depends not only on the type of discharge but also on battery 
conditions. Charge or discharge involves different steps that 
can be placed in two main groups [1]: (i)  ion transport to 
the double layer, and (ii) processes at the double layer and 
at the electrode wall, the latter group being most affected by 
~ t e r y  ageing. 

2.1. Kinetics o f  the electrode reactions 

During the chemical reaction to transform chemical energy 
into electric current, sulfuric acid is used to generate lead 
sulfate and water. The process continues whilst acid is sup- 
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plied to the site of reaction and while lead or lead dioxide 
remains active. If either acid depletion or electrode passiva- 
tion occurs the chemical reaction is interrupted and the battery 
fails. 

The reverse process, the transformation of lead sulfate back 
to sulfuric acid, lead and lead dioxide, takes place during the 
recharge of the battery. Ruetschi [2] refers to the discharge 
process in the positive and the negative electrodes as a dis- 
solution/precipitation mechanism, rather than a solid-state 
ion transport and film formation mechanism. Thus, during 
discharge of a lead electrode in sulfuric acid, lead sulfate 
crystals are formed. The same process occurs when lead diox- 
ide is transformed into lead sulfate [3]. Growth of large 
PbYO4 crystals during discharge, and of large Pb crystals 
drdng charge are commonly inhibited by the use of expand- 
ers as some authors have shown [4-9].  

Expanders may be degraded during the battery life, thus 
allowing the formation of large crystals of lead sulfate. When 
large crystals of PbSO4 are formed, the reverse reaction is 
inhibited because of the lower solubility of large PbSO4 crys- 
tals. Also, PbSO4 crystals become more stable when the bat- 
tery remains uncharged for a long time. This process makes 
the battery age more rapidly than usual, a consequence of the 
non-reversible solution process of lead sulfate. 

It is not clear what effect battery ageing has on the lead 
dioxide grain size. Lead sulfate crystals, when being trans- 
formed back to lead dioxide, forms crystals in two possible 
crystalline structures, ¢t-PbO2 and 13-PbO2, which have dif- 
ferent discharge behaviours [ 10]. Ifet-PbO2 is formed, rather 
than 13-PbO2, the battery will yield smaller discharge capacity 
[ 11 ]. This effect is attributed to the nucleation centres the 
ot-PbO2 apparently has, which helps the formation of PbSO4 
[ 12]. Therefore, if ot-PbO2 becomes the main component of 
the lead dioxide electrode, the battery capacity will be seri- 
ously reduced. How the ageing of a lead/acid cell influences 
the reverse process forming et-PbO2 and 13-PbO2 is not yet 
known, but it is expected to have some type of influence on 
the process. 

2.2. Influence of  battery efficiency 

The conversion of chemical to electric energy, and the 
reverse process, are carded out in electrochemical devices 
with efficiencies close to 100%, a theoretical value which is 
reduced by diverse factors affecting the chemical reactions. 
The overall efficiency of an electrochemical cell can be ther- 
modynamically defined as the ratio of the free energy change 
to the enthalpy variation: 

"qo = A G I A H  ( 1 ) 

where AG represents the potential barrier of the electronic 
change at the electrode surface, and AH the change of 
enthalpy in the system during the reaction, provided that it 
takes place at constant pressure. 

The change of the free energy, A G, can be expressed in 
electrical terms from: 

AG=nFVc (2) 

where n is the electronic change, F the Faraday number, and 
Vc the cell voltage at equilibrium. 

The overall efficiency is, on the other hand, modified by 
changes in the local potential ~s when electron transfer 
occurs. The local voltage is affected by the activation and 
concentration overpotential, "qa and "qc, respectively. 

Because the contribution of the potential due to the dipole 
action at both electrodes, A ¢, is much lower than the external 
potential A~,  we can neglect the dipole contribution, result- 
ing m: 

V=A~=A~o (3) 

and considering the contribution of the activation and con- 
centration overpotentials: 

v=vo-~-~o=v-~ (4) 

which, taking into account voltage and faradaic cfficiencies, 
leads to: 

~qc -- ( nFV/ AH)  / ( ItE/ Am ) (5) 

Battery ageing affects both voltage and charge efficiency. 
Nevertheless, we will restrict our present study to the influ- 
ence of ageing on mass transfer, the effects on enthalpy 
change and on overpotential being the subject of future works. 

2.3. Density slope 

Charge and discharge processes in a lead/acid cell follow 
the reversible reaction: 

Pb + PbO 2 + 2HzSO4 o 2PbSO4 + 2H20 (6) 

with the reaction displaced to the right for the discharge. 
Because of the irreversibility in the charge/discharge reac- 

tions, the sulfuric acid is sometimes transformed into large 
PbSO4 crystals which cannot be reco',ered back to H2SO4. 
Thus, the SG of aged lead/acid batteries after the charge half- 
cycle is lower than in the new ones ~. This process occurs, 
even though we overcharge the cell to homogenize the elec- 
trolyte or we use one of the alternative methods [ 13-15 ] (see 
Fig. 1 (a)) .  The lower value of the H2SO4 solution indicates 
that part of the PbSO4 has not been transformed back into 
acti',e material, Pb and PbO 2. Two phenomena are implied 
in this process, one purely kinetic, the other affecting the 
plate structure 2. 

It is assumed that electrolyte SG is not manually altered by refilling the 
cell cup with pure sulfuric acid or concentrated electrolyte which would 
disturb the proposed method. If evaporation process occurs because of  exces-  
sive overcharge, only water should be added to the cell, the only component 
that evaporates. 

2 When slow battery charge and discharge are applied, e.g. photovoltaic 
set-ups, large PbS04 crystals are formed. At the positive battery plates, 
oxidation of PbSO,, to PbO 2 proceeds usually through metasot~atic proc- 
esses. Oxidation starts at the surface and advances into the interior of the 
PbSO,, crystal. This is a slow process and a considerable part of the crystal 
interior remains unoxidized [ I ]. which in its turn causes the plate capacity 
to decrease. 
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Fig. I. (a) Density profiles of aged and non-aged lead/acid batteries during 
charge. (b) 'Apparent' density profiles of aged and non-aged lead/acid 
batteries during charge. 

The extremely high concentration gradient between top 
and bottom of the cell, and its dependence on charge condi- 
tions makes the charge process have different density profiles, 
therefore, the density profile is worthless. 

To solve the problem, we consider the charge process con- 
ducted under homogeneous conditions, where, there is no 
concentration gradient between top and bottom of the cell. 
This results in an apparent density profile (see Fig. l ( b ) )  
that summarizes the full process of charge. It is clem that as 
the battery ages the slope of the process of charge will decline. 
The effect of battery ageing can then be computed from the 
ratio of the two slopes, the one for the non-aged battery and 
the or~e for" the aged cell. 

The discharge process, however, is of no use because, 
according to Faraday's law, the slope of the discharge 
depends on the charge drawn from the battery. If the same 
conditions are applied to both, non-aged and aged batteries, 
the SG slope will be the same for both cells (see Fig. 2) 3. 

3. Determination o f  the  ageing factor 

We have already mentioned that the SG of a fully charged 
aged battery is lower than that corresponding to a non-aged 
one in the same conditions. From the observation of Fig. 

3 According to Faraday's law, discharge density cu~es should be linear. 
Deviations from this role at the beginning may be due to the presence of a 
certain amount of H 2 and 0 2 produced during charge. At the end of the 
discharge, the non-homogeneous stratification of the electrolyte in the active 
block of the cell produces a sudden change in the density slope. 

! (b),  we notice the difference between the respective SG for 
the two cells, pc. for the non-aged battery, and Pc~ for the 
aged one. The difference: 

Ap= p c . -  P~a (7) 

gives us an indication of how the battery has aged. 
Battery ageing has been traditionally associated with the 

loss of the delivered energy; therefore, the ageing factor, fa, 
can be defined as: 

fa = Q ~ . /  Q,o~ (g) 

from where, 

fa = 1 - Q J Q .  (9) 

where Qa and Q. are the delivered energy of the aged and 
non-aged batteries, respectively. 

It is well known that energy delivered from a lead/acid 
cell is directly related to the change of the SG in the cell; 
therefore, we can use the expression: 

p i =  p c  + mDt~ (10) 

with t~ being the current time from the beginning of discharge, 
and mo the discharge slope, given by: 

mD= Ap/fo = (pc-- po) I t  D (11) 

where Pc and PD are the SG of the fully charged and fully 
discharged battery, and tD is the discharge time. 

Eq. (10) is valid for all types of battery, even those using 
mechanical methods to homogenize the electrolyte during 
charge or discharge [ 16]. 

The minimum SG of a lead/acid cell in adischargeprocess 
depends on the type of discharge, and more precisely, on the 
current extracted from the battery. However, if we compare 
the behaviour of a non-aged and an aged lead/acid cell for 
the same operation conditions, the minimum SG at the end 
of the discharge will be the same for both. This situation has 
been represented in Fig. 3, where a typical discharge process 
in two lead/acid batteries, aged and non-aged, has been 
drawn. The non-aged battery starts at a SG of Pc. and ends 
at ~ ,  the established minimum SG oftbe cell for the current 
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Fig. 2. Density profiles of aged and non-aged lead/~cid batteries during 
discharge. 
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Fig. 3. Discharge time for aged and non-aged lead/acid batteries. 

discharge process. The aged battery, however, starts at Pea 
and ends at the same minimum SG, Po. Due to the completion 
of the Faraday's law, the discharge slope is the same for both 
cells, therefore, the aged battery fails earlier (t o ) than the 
non-aged one (to). 

Making use of Eq. (10) for both, aged and non-aged 
batteries, during discharge: 

pi = Pcn + moy t i  (12) 

and 

p 'i = Pca + mot i  = p c ,  -- A p + mDti (13) 

where p~ and p '  i the current SG for the non-aged and aged 
ceil, respectively. 

From these Eqs. we can determine the remaining time for 
both cells: 

tr = to -- ( p c ,  -- pi ) / m o  = tD -- ti (14) 

and 

t'r = t 'o--  (PC~-- Pi)/rod = t'D -- t, (15) 

from which 

t , -  t '~= t o -  t ' o  = Ap/mo = (Pc. - Pc~)/mD (16) 

The densities or specific gravities at the end of charge can 
be determined easily through accurate measurements, but this 
does involve electrolyte homogenization. This homogeniza- 
tion process is usually attained by gassing for some hours 
after the charge process has finished. The inherent problems 
associated with the gassing method are well known and this 
will not be emphasized here. We will just mention the cost 
of the extra energy, the waste of evaporated water and the 
damage caused to the plates because of the high voltage used 
in the process. In order to homogenize the electrolyte the 
density at the end of the charge may be obtained from the 
charging time and the density slope, if no alternative method 
is available. 

In the charge process for a non-aged battery (see Fig. 
l ( b ) ) ,  the SG of the cell at the end of the charge may be 
obtained from: 

pcn = Po + mc~tc  (17) 

where Po is the initial SG. 
In the same way, for the aged battery, 

pc~ = po + mc~tc (18) 

From F_,qs. (17) and (18) can be obtained: 

AR = Pen - Pea = (me. - mca) tc (19) 

and asing Eq. (9), and the relation between cell capacity and 
SG, results in: 

fa = 1 -- inca/men (20) 

Combining Eqs. (16), (19) and (20), 

tD -- t'D = ( m c n / m D ) t c f ~  (21) 

Remembering the discharge process follows Faraday's 
law, we can now define the reduction of the available energy 
as: 

F = Q u / Q .  = mDt'D/mDtD = t ' o / t D  (22) 

and from Eq. (21), 

F = 1 - f ~  = m c J m c .  (23) 

where the fact that for a non-aged battery the charge/dis- 
charge cycle is a fully reversible process with no energy losses 
has been considered, therefore, Q. = QD, and that Q .  = m c n t o  

QD = mDtD. 
Eq. (23) provides a useful way to compute the reduction 

of the delivered energy in an aged battery from the ratio of 
the charge slope of the aged to the one of the non-aged battery. 

As the density slope varies with charge and discharge con- 
ditions, the ageing factor should be characterized for every 
case, thus having: 

f ~ = f a ( C ,  I c , l o )  (24) 

The influence of the capacity on the ageing factor may be 
overcome if one deals with cells of the same capacity; oth- 
erwise, a characterization process for every element is 
required. 

The characterization of all possible discharge rates would 
require a massive effort; fortunately, many battery applica- 
tions follow the same patterns, fixed discharge rates at C~o, 
C2o, and occasionally (75, for aotomotive and traction batter- 
ies, and at Cl0o for photovoltaic (PV) applications. This 
reduces the ageing factor estimation to two or three cases 
representing the majority of lead/acid battery uses. 

A similar consideration could be taken into account for the 
charge process; unfortunately, in some systems, especially 
PVs, the charge current is not constant and the process to 
characterize the ageing factor becomes more complex. 

3.1. D e t e r m i n a t i o n  o f  the  dens i t y  pro f i l e  dur ing  c h a r g e  

Two different methods are proposed for the determination 
of the ageing factor: (i) determination of the density slope at 
the process of charge, or (ii) use of a reference cell to com- 
pute changes in density [ 17]. 

Every charge process is represented by a single point, this 
point being the average slope of density variation from start- 
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ing to end during charge, considering the process to be linear. 
The assumption of a linear evolution of electrolyte density in 
a charge process in lead/acid cells, introduces a non-signifi- 
cant error that can be neglected if charge rate is low (lc < C s). 

Measurements of the density and of the density profile 
during charge supposes that samples are extracted at regular 
intervals from the cell, and the density determined by gravi- 
metric methods or by ultrasonic meters. A high precision is 
obtained with the use of this methodology, 0. I mg cm-  3 but 
requires continuous extractions. An alternative method has 
been developed in our laboratory using a reference cell linked 
to a pumping system [ 17], which provides a reference volt- 
age directly related to the change of cell density. From this 
voltage the determination of the density slope is easy to 
obtain. 

The different profile showed by the electrolyte density 
during charge in the top and bottom zones of the lead/acid 
cell introduces some error if not taken into account, so the 
point from which the sample is extracted is critical. The 
problem can be avoided with the use of a system to homog- 
enize the electrolyte. The method is more precise, but not 
applicable to all lead/acid batteries, assuming that most lead/ 
acid cells do not include agitation or recirculation systems. 

Top or bottom density profile can be corrected by a factor 
to fit the imaginary process of a constant density profile 
charge in a lead/acid battery. However, the density at the top 
of the cell only starts to rise alter 30% of the full charge is 
attained, and changes suddenly when the battery reaches the 
80% of the full charge (see Fig. l ( a ) ) .  This fact limits the 
field of application of the proposed method to a range of 30- 
80% of the SOC if density is measured at the top. The bott m 
profile shows a more regular behaviour, with almost constant 
slope from the very beginning (0%) of the charge until the 
very late stages of charge (80%). The constancy in the sh ~pe 
of the density lbr almost all the charge range makes the 
density measurement at the bottom more reliable and use ful 
for practical purposes. Therefore, the method must be 
restricted to density measurements at the bottom of the cell, 
if no electrolyte circulation or mechanical agitation is used, 
which for charge processes at low current can be considered 
representative of the charging process. 

3.2. Cell characterization 

In lead/acid cells with mechanical agitation or electrolyte 
circulation the slope of the density during charge can be 
directly obtained from the density measurements. In cells 
with density gradient a prior characterization of the cell is 
necessary. For that, a new cell of the same characteristics of 
those that are going to be used, must be submitted to a lull 
process of charge measuring density at the bottom from which 
the slope of the density is obtained and compared with that 
of the process of a constant density profile (see Fig. I (b) ) .  
The ratio between the two slopes give us the correction factor 
for the characterization of the cell. This correction factor 

should be one of the technical data included by the manufac- 
turer to the user. 

3.3. Experimental methodology 

Experiments have been carried out in lead/acid cells of 
240 Ah and 150 Ah, both at C,~ charge rates. Tested cells 
were previously characterized at zero-ageing state, determin- 
ing capacity at different discharge rates, drawing charge and 
discharge curves, and establishing the density variation curve 
versus delivered energy. The density variation curve was 
correlated to a straight line with a correlation factor higher 
than 95%. 

Tested elements were submitted to a process of accelerated 
ageing through processes of deep cycling. The ageing process 
was different for every element. Ten different cells of 240 Ah 
lead/acid batteries, and eight of ! 50 Ah were used. 

Discharge tests were carried out from C5 to C~oo discharge 
rate, referred to the non-aged state. Charge processes were 
conducted under various conditions simulating PV and auto- 
motive and traction duty cycles. Low discharge current for 
PV duty varied from C2o to C ,~  while high discharge current 
for automotive and traction batteries moved from C5 to Cto. 

The density slope for charge or discharge processes was 
obtained from the expression: 

mi = [p(t,) - p(t ,)  i / (t, - to) = AplAt (25) 

for agitated batteries, and 

m', =f~hm, (26) 

for conventional ones, f,h being the characterization factor 
for density slope correction. 

Density slope values of the charge process for aged and 
non-aged cells were then correlated to capacity according to: 

m=aQ+b (27) 

where Q and m are the full capacity of the battery, and the 
density slope, respectively, and a and b are the correlation 
coefficients. 

The ageing factor has been computed from Eqs. (9) and 
(20) and plotted against the density slope at the charge proc- 
ess lbr the aged battery (Fig. 4). The dotted line represents 
the real ageing factor (f.~, Eq. (9)) ,  while the continuous line 
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Fig. 4. Determination of the ageing factor,/..,, as a function of the density 
slope in aged read/acid batteries during charge, 
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is the estimated factor from the charge slopes (f~, Eq. (20)). 
The slope of the straight continuous line is the reverse of the 
slope corresponding to the charge process of a non-aged bat- 
tery, a process that can be considered ideal because of the 
reversibility of the reactions taking place in the cell. The 
intersection with the x-axis represents the deviation from the 
predicted value for a non-aged battery. 

The graphical representation provides a quick way to visu- 
alize the ageing factor from a slope value, and it is easy to 
use, especially if one deals with more than one type of cell. 
Nevertheless, the graphical method has the drawback of need- 
ing a family of curves, one for every charge process. To solve 
this problem we can deduce a relation between all correlation 
coefficients, a and b, corresponding to different charge 
conditions. In such a case, one would have: 

mc =a( lc)Q~ + b( lc) (28) 

o r  

Q~=A(Ic)mc~ + B(Ic)  (29) 

with A(Ic) = 1 la(Ic)  and B(Ic) = - [ b ( l c ) / a ( I c )  ]. 
The functions A(Ic) and B(lc)  permit the user to move 

from curve to curve, even to those that correspond to non- 
standard uses. The method, thus, requires a single analytical 
expression for the ageing factor, and complementary func- 
tions to determine the dependence of correlation parameters 
on charge conditions. 

3.4. Experimental results 

Fig. 5(a) and (b) represents the ageing factor versus den- 
sity slope for the 240 Ah and 150 Ah lead/acid batteries, 
respectively. Every test has been represented by a point in 
the graph. 

The spread of experimental data with the increase in den- 
sity slope can be explained by the evolution of the structure 
of the two active masses or some irregular behaviour of the 
aged battery, with some type of unforeseen performance, 
probably due to secondary chemical reactions. 

The density slope decreases as the battery ages, according 
to theoretical analysis. The slope, however, is not constant 
for different charge conditions and requires the definition of 
an analytical dependence of correlation parameters a and b 
on current. 

From the linearity showed in the experiments betweenf~ 
and inca follows: 

f = Aomc~ + B o (30) 

o r  

m c a f  aofa + bo (31) 

where 

Ao = 1/ao (32) 

and 
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Fig.  5. ( a )  A g e i n g  factor, f a, vs .  dens i ty  slope,  me,, for  a 150 Ah  l ead /ac id  
battery.  ( b )  A g e i n g  factor .fa,  vs .  dens i ty  slope,  inca, for  a 240  Ah  l ead /ac id  
battery. 

Bo = - (bo/ao) ( 3 3 )  

from which, Eq. (29) can be arranged as: 

fa=alQa +bt (34) 

where 

l (35) 
a, = aoA(ic ) 

and 

[bo+ B(Ic) 
b,= -L~ ~ j  (36) 

Eq. (34) shows an alternative way to determine the ageing 
factor when the charge supplied t.o the aged battery is known. 

A linearity test has been run to check the validity of Eqs. 
(30) and (31 ), the result of which is shown in Table 1. The 
decreasing of the RMS coefficient with discharge rate has 
been attributed to the irreversibility that happens in the elec- 
trochemical reactions at the double layer when the cell is 
being charged or discharged; the more rapid the charge (or 
discharge), the more irreversible the reactions become, there- 
fore the aged battery behaviour is more predictable. 
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Table 1 
Linearity factor lor the relation me, vs. f, 

Capacity ~ Ah) Process RMS 

150 C5 9.961 
150 C,) 0.959 
150 Czo 0.943 
150 (~o 0.921 
150 Cl~xJ 0.890 
240 Cs 0.876 
240 Czo 0.869 
240 C:o 0.852 
240 C~o 0.825 
240 C~(~) 0.791 

Table 2 
Correlation coefficients for the relation inc, vs.]~ 

Capacity (Ah) Process ao bo 

150 c5 -0.01137 9.8895 
150 C~o - 0.02157 7.5924 
150 C2o --0.04277 5.1199 
150 C~c) -0.08441 3.5158 
150 C~x~ - 0.16352 2.3521 
240 C~ - 0.00602 13.2149 
240 C~o -0.01160 10.8923 
240 C2, -0.02267 6.8899 
240 C5o -0.04385 4.1105 
240 C~c~) - 0.08364 3.0125 

Coefficients  ao and bo in Eq. ( 31 ) have been deduced from 
the numerical  analysis  f rom results  o f  Fig. q (a )  and (b ) .  

Once  these coefficients  have been obtained, the ageing factor 
L can be easily determined.  Numerical  results  o f  ao and bo 
have been included in Table 2. To determine both parameters  
for every case,  we have applied a linear correlation to the 
results included in Table 2. Thus:  

ao(C,) =alx+[31 (37) 

bn( C.O = ot:,x + 13 2 (38)  

where C~ is the type o f  process,  and x the charge or discharge 
time. 

The  coefficients o f  this correlation have been presented in 
Table 3. 

The  two coefficients ao and bo permit  the determinat ion o f  
the ageing factor with a m i n i m u m  amoun t  o f  calculation. The  

problem is, however ,  based on the necessi ty to define a couple 
o f  parameters  (ao, bo) for every battery and every process.  
This  makes  the method  unwieldy,  requiring an enormous  
amount  o f  data, and computer izat ion when  different charge 
or discharge rates are used dur ing the process.  The  problem 
can be solved, if we can derive an analytical expression,  
relating general  coefficients o f  a reference battery 4 for a stan- 
dard process 5, to the ones  corresponding to the tested battery 
at the fixed charge or discharge rate. 

Based on this idea, a relation between linear coefficients 
o f  150 Ah and 240 Ah cells, for C5 to CH~o, has  been deduced.  
The relation links coefficients o f  different  types  o f  discharge 

for every battery. The  parameters  that represent  this relation 
have been previously defined, as follows: 

A (Ic)  = A~ = ao(C~) /ao(C ,o )  (39)  

and 

B ( l c )  = B~ = bo( C~.) Ibo(  Cm)  (40)  

where C,  is the rate o f  the process  (C.s to Ct0o), the C~o is the 
reference charge /d i scharge  cycle. 

Us ing  data from Table 2 we obtain the parameter  A~ and 
B~ for all the tested rates (Table  4 ) .  

Coefficients  A., and Bx can be linearly correlated to obtain 

them from a s imple  relation for every type o f  process.  The  

values so obtained are: 

A~ = et,,x + 13~ (41)  

and 

B~ = ccc t* (42)  

4 Any type of battery may act as a reference battery. 
C~o charge and discharge rate. 

Table 3 
Correlation of coefficients ao and bo {Table 2) for lead/acid batteries of 150 Ah and 240 Ah 

Process no: 150 ao: 240 bo: 150 bo: 240 

C~ - 0.01137 - 0.00602 9.8895 
Cm - 0.02157 - 0.01160 7.5924 
C_,o - 0.04277 - 0.02267 5 1199 
C~) - 0.08441 - 0.04385 3.5158 
Cjc~) - 0.16352 - 0.08364 2.352 I 

a ) Regression coeJficients, bo: 150 b) Regression coefficients, bo: 240 
Constant 21.900 Constant 
Coefficient determination ( r ~) 0.996 Coeffifient determination (r 2) 
Coefficient X - 0.478 Coefficient X 

c ) Regressiml coefficients, ao: 150 d) Regression coeyficients, an: 240 
Constant - 0.0065 Constant 
Coefficient determination ( r 2 ) 0.997838 Coefficient determination ( r 2) 
Coefficient X 0.00157 Coefficient X 

13.2149 
10.8923 
6.8899 
4.1105 
3.0125 

32.563 

0.990 

-0.519 

.- 0.00393 

0.997144 

- 0.0008 
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Data concerning the correlatiea of A~ and B~ as a function 
of Cx are presented in Table 5. 

Remembering one is using the C,o as the standard process, 
and combining Eqs. (30), (32) and (33), one obtains the 
final expression for the f~ factor for all type of battery 
processes: 

~1- ~ 1 r,,o(C,o)lrB..1 
= L ~ j m c a -  L ~ J L ~ /  (43) 

3.5. Results 

The slight deviations from the predicted values have been 
attributed to changes in the efficiency of the charge/discharge 
cycle, which varies with cell ageing as authors have demon- 
strated [ 18 ]. 

The reader can notice the very low values of the density 
slope, tenths of railligrams per cubic centimeter per hour; 
therefore, a very precise detection meter is required. It has 
already been mentioned that gravimetric or ultrasonic devices 
give a maximum precision of  0. ! mg c m -  3; this precision is, 
in some cases, insufficient and leads the user to relative high 
errors in the determination of the ageing factor. The solution 
is to use a reference cell [ 19] which improves the precision, 
usually by a factor of ten, reducing the error in thef~ deter- 
mination. Thus, if high precision is required, the use of a 
reference cell becomes mandatory. 

Relatively high values of battery ageing (40%) have been 
accepted, in contrast with convention (maximum depth of 
discharge of 20%). The reason to extend the ageing limit is 
to apply lead/acid batteries to especial working conditions, 
such as PV systems, which operate under very low currents 
(ID = Cioo), making the voltage decrease quite slowly during 
operation, and enlarging discharge time and low cell capacity 
acceptance 

3.6. Validation of the generalization o f f  calculation 

Eq. (43) provides a quick and easy way to compute the 
ageing factor for any type of discharge. However, the method 
must be validated, prior to its general use, for the expected 
range to which lead/acid batteries will be applied. Convert- 

Table 4 
Correlation coefficients for the relation inc. vs.f~ 

Capacity (Ah) Process A B 

150 C~ 0.527 ! .303 
150 C,o 1.000 1.000 
150 C2o 1.983 0.674 
! 50 C5o 3.913 0.463 
150 Ct0o 7.581 0.310 
240 Cs 0.519 1.213 
240 Cm 1.000 i.000 
240 C=,o 1.954 0.633 
240 Cso 3.780 0.377 
240 Ct0o 7.210 0.277 

tional assignments consider a lead/acid battery to be dead if 
delivered energy is lower than 80% of the maximum for the 
same discharge rate. More flexible conventions accept a limit 
of 30% of degradation in battery lifetime before rejecting the 
element. From these considerations, we have developed an 
analytical expression which yields the estimated error in the 
fa determination, giving us the limit in which fa is being 
calculated within an acceptable error. 

From Eq. (43) one may deduce: 

A fa= ao Am + [ ~  ][ ax Aao + ao Aax] 

+ [ l ] [ a o A b o + b o A a o ] [ ~ ]  

BoAxABx+B~AAx 
ao Ax 2 (44) 

where Ax is the absolute error in calculating the mag- 
nitude x. 

To be sure about the validity of the method, a further 
correlation has been made between the density slope variation 
and thef~ factor Ltself, establishing the detection limit offa as 
0.40, 20% higher than the conventional criteria for lead/acid 
battery lifetime. The results of that correlation have been 
included in Table 6. 

3.Z Error analysis 

The ageing factor may be considered acceptable if the error 
associated with its determination remains between certain 
limits. For this purpose an error expression, from the analyt- 
ical formula of thefa factor has been deduced. 

Using statistical analysis we obtain, 

ef=2(Am/mca) + { [ Am+c(~a'  + o % ' ) ] / ( m c a + C )  } 

(45) 

where e¢ is the relative error associated tof~, A m the absolute 
error in the slope calculation, f a  ' and f b  ' the relative stan- 
dard errors of the correlation coefficients a and b (Eq. (27)) ,  
and c=alb.  

The relative standard errors f a '  and f b '  are given by: 

O'a' = ffa/a 

and 

f d =crJb (46) 

where 

o'a = fo / [Em~ 2 - (Em~) 2In ] ~/2 (47) 

f b = fro / [ Emi 2 /n { Emi 2 -- ( Emi) 2In } ] i/2 (48) 

being 

f o  = [ E ~ - f D 2 / ( n - 2 ) ]  t/2 (49) 
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Table 5 
Linear correlation for the A ( x ) and B(x) coefficients 

Battery capacity (Ah) Process Discharge time (h) A (x) B( x ) 

150 C5 5 0.527 1.303 
150 C10 10 1.000 1.000 
150 C20 20 1.983 0.674 
150 C50 50 3.913 0.463 
150 CI00 100 7.581 0.310 
240 C5 5 0.519 1.213 
240 CI 0 I 0 1.000 1.000 
240 C20 20 1.954 0.633 
240 C50 50 3.780 0.377 
240 CI00 100 7.210 0.277 

a) Regression coeJ~cients, A(.~): 150 b) Regression coefficients. B(.r): 150 
Constant 0.301 Constant 2.893 
Coefficient determination ( r ~ ) 0.998 Coefficient determination I r~ ) 0.996 
Coefficient X 0.073 Coefficient X -0.479 

C ) Regression coefficients, A (x): 240 d ) Regression coefficients, B(.r): 240 
Constant 0.339 Constant 2.987 
Coefficient determination (r-') 0.997 Coefficient determination (F) 0.990 
Coefficient X 0.069 Coefficient X - 0.518 

Table 6 
Maximal allowance in the determinalion of thef factor 

Capacity (Ah) Process f.~' 

150 Cs 40.65 
150 Cto 41.16 
150 C.~o 42.44 
150 Cso 45 .  I I 

150 C,x) 48.82 
240 C5 40.95 
240 C,) 41.54 
240 C~) 42.04 
240 C~c) 44.92 
240 C~fx) 46.79 

Two cases can be considered from the statistical point o f  
view, low and intermediate errors in tr,, and (r b. The first case 
corresponds to almost null data scattering, being: 

c > > A m ;  c > > m c ,  (50) 

In such a case, the global f,, error adopts the form: 

6t = 2( A m /  mc~) + (r ,,' + ~r b' (51) 

If  data scattering becomes greater (intermediate standard 
error) ,  Eq. (51)  is no longer useful, because of  lack of  com.- 
pliance with Eq. (50) ,  and we have to go back to Eq. (45)  
to estimate ¢f. 

Thefa  error may be improved if  we use a reference elec- 
trode to determine the density. From the expression which 
links reference voltage and density [ 17] one obtains: 

f== ( l / A t )  (kl + k :  A V r ) / [  (kl + k~V,) + c ]  (52)  

where ~ m  i~as been substituted by the reference voltage V, 
At  is the time interval, and k, and k2 are the correlation 
coefficients. 

From Eq. (52)  one may deduce: 

°f 1 i ,,., 
= 

Ao ~ ~ o ~  . . . . . .  ~°°~°° 
=) 5 . . . . . . . . . . .  °=o~,, 

1 o o  9 0  8 0  7 0  6 0  6 0  4 0  

B a t t e r y  L i f e t i m e  ( % )  
Fig. 6. Estimation of the relative error in the determination of the ageing 
factor for lead/acid batteries. 

¢r = [ • ( A t ) / A t ]  + { [~rk, +~rk, A V r + k 2 v  (A Vr) ] /  

(k~ +k2Vr) } + {1 ( ~ ,  +k2 AV,+ V,~.)  

+ C(O', h '  + Ork2') ] / (k !  + k_.Vr + c) } (53)  

The use of  a reference voltage to detczminc the f~ factor 
has the advantage to avoid the extraction o f  samples from the 
cell; it also makes the error in the determination o f  the ageing 
factor lower as can be seen in Fig. 6. 

3.8. Application o f  the f factor  

The determination of  the SOC of  a battery during operation 
is essential for a correct prediction of  the cutoff  point and for 
a reliable behaviour of  the battery, on which depend most o f  
the PV components  of  a PV solar unit, SOC methods based 
on electrical measurements or on electrolyte density tests 
have been developed for non-aged batteries. Therefore, as a 
battery ages the cell behaviour departs from ideal, and the 
predicted SOC using these methods is no longer valid. The 
use of  the correctf~ factor for aged batteries easily solves the 
problem, because it takes into account the degradation of  the 
battery. As this factor has been deduced from kinetic consid- 
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erations, it best applies to methods that use electrolyte density F 
to predict the SOC of the battery 6. f~h 

4. Conclusions 

The paper presents a simple method to compute the ageing 
factor in lead/acid batteries. The knowledge of thef~ factor 
can be applied to many battery characteristics such as the 
reduction of cell capacity, prediction of the SOC, average 
battery lifetime, changes in performance, etc. All of them will 
permit the user to predict the battery behaviour with a low 
enor. 

The method provides users and system designers utilizing 
lead/acid batteries with a tool to continuously control the 
system regarding battery ageing. Therefore, the equipment 
attached to the battery will never be shut off because of a 
premature collapse of the battery. 

Two different solutions for the computation of the ageing 
factor have been proposed in the work. The first is less accu- 
rate but simplest to use, because the only requirement is 
changes in density, obtained either from extraction of samples 
or from a reference voltage. The second method is more 
complicated and requires a characterization prior to opera- 
tion; however, it gives a higher precision and is recommended 
when good accuracy is needed. 

Battery ageing has been revealed as an important factor to 
be considered in the general design of a system linked to a 
battery. The ageing limit for a lead/acid battery is, in most 
applications, established at the 80% of the overall capacity. 
This limit is, in the authors' opinion, too conservative, and 
should be reviewed for some applications such as PV arrays 
operating at low rates. 

The estimation of thef~ factor has been found to be influ- 
enced by some data scatter which depends on ageing. This 
data scatter has been attributed to the evolution of the struc- 
ture of the two active masses or some irregular behaviour of 
the aged battery, probably due to secondary chemical 
reactions. 

A method to compute thef~ factor for all kind of batteries 
processes has been validated for the range 0 < f <  0.40, 10% 
deeper than the maximum conventionally accepted range of 
battery lifetime (f~ ~ = 0.3). 

5. List of symbols 

A, B, An, Bo correlation coefficients 
a, b, ao, bo correlation coefficients 
C cell capacity 
C~, cell capacity at x-rate (in h) 
E electrochemical equivalent 

6 At the time the present paper is written out in full a current investigation 
on the lelation between the state-of-charge, the cell capacity and thef~ factor 
are being carried out. 

LID 
tc 
Q, Qn 
Q~, Qa 

Qtotal 

aloss 
v 

vo 
vr 
fa 
kl, k2 

m, m i 
m e n  

m c a  

mi  ' 

mD 

n 

t 
tD ' tD t 

t~ 
tr, t , '  

Greek letters 

Po 
Pc 
t~  
Pi' 
Pi 
Pc~ 

Pen 

(T a, (~ b 

~ 0  
Gr kl ~ (F kj 

O'a w O'b ~ 

O'kl t, O'kl t 

"qa 
"q¢ 

"q, "qo 
xlF 

Faraday number 
characterization factor for non-agitated 
batteries 
discharge current 
charge current 
overall capacity of the non-aged cell 
capacity of the aged cell 
overall cell capacity 
loss of capacity in the aged battery 
cell voltage 
cell voltage at the equilibrium 
reference voltage 
ageing factor 
correlation coefficients for thef~ 
determination using reference voltage 
measurements 
density variation slope 
density variation slope for the non-aged 
battery 
density variation slope for the aged battery 
density variation slope for the non-agitated 
batteries 
density variation slope during discharge 
process 
electronic change; number of samples 
time 
discharge time 
current time 
remaining discharge time 

error in fdetermination 
initial dens;.ty 
density of a fully charged battery 
density of a fully discharged battery 
density of an aged battery 
density of a non-aged battery 
density of the aged battery when fully 
charged 
density of the non-aged battery when fully 
,;barged 
standard errors of a and b, respectively 
standard error o f f  
standard errors of kl and k2, respectively 
relative standard errors of a and b, 
respectively 
relative standard errors ofk t and kz, 
respectively 
local potential 
overall overpotential 
activation overpotential 
concentration overpotentiai 
cell efficiency 
charge or Faradaic efficiency 
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Mathematical expressions 

A G free energy change;  potential barrier 
A H enthalpy energy change  
A m  change  in mass  dur ing chemical  reaction; 

change  in densi ty variation slope 

At  t ime interval 
A p  densi ty  variation 
A ~  external  potential difference 
A e internal potential difference 
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